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The guesthouse is located in Hlinecko region, in the village of Vitanov, a part 
called Stan. It is situated in the picturesque valley of the river Chrudimka on the 
bordering line of two protected areas, the Žďárské Hills and the Iron Mountains. 
Historical records of the mill come back to as early as the 16th century.

The overal capacity consists of 21 beds in three en-suites and two rooms available 
during the whole year.The historical vibe of the place can be felt through beams, 
stylish furniture and oak floors. There is a big community room reconstructed 
from the former millroom, where guests can gather or weddings and other social 
events can be held. The mill room is connected with the outside terrace where 
guests can find a peacefull summer sit-down with a beautiful view to the scenery. 
The place is furnished in a traditional rural style and it is wheelchair accessible. 
Guests can also rent bikes, buy local products, use an outdoor swimming pool, 
a children’s playground and an outside fire place. Remarkable rarity of the place, 
which guests can admire, is a 100-year-old reconstructed waterpower station 
with an original Francis’s turbine of 220 kW output.

The stay at this facility can be booked by phone, email or booking register on the 
website www.stanskymlyn.cz, where tips for trips can also be found.

The certificate “HlineckoQuality” was awarded to:

• Accommodation facility Stanský mlýn (Stan Mill)

The Guesthouse Stanský mlýn

...Peace and harmony
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Hlinecko Quality

The Guesthouse Stan Mill offers accommodation in 3 separate stylishly furnished 
apartments, 2 of them provide six-beds and one four-beds. Each apartment has 
its own kitchen, bedroom, bathroom and toilet. All of them are comfortably 
furnished with rustic furniture. TV set, internet connection, a refridgerator, 
a microwave oven and fully equipped kitchen are complimentary for each 
apartment.

During winter months, guests can relax in the common room heated by a tiled 
stove. Because of the altitude of Hlinsko, in winter there are good snow 
conditions for downhill skiing in nearby ski resorts. Cross-country skiers will be 
also satisfied with the net of cross-country trails over 40 km long.

Surrounding landscape is ideal for cycling trips. The guesthouse is surrounded 
by many cycling trails, educational and relaxational trails that make visitors to 
enjoy charming nature of the whole region.

Guests can also visit a folk architecture museum near the guesthouse. In 
autumn walks in the forests can be enhanced by picking mushrooms. Anyone 
who likes to admire charming nature on horseback can visit riding and training 
club in Svobodné Hamry.

Stan Mill offers customers a peaceful rest and stay in healthy country air, 
including all local natural and cultural attractions.


